To

Office In charge

1. AN-PAY Section (Local)
2. PAY - Section ( Local)
3. AAO (PAY) WC DELHI CANTT [including of DCDA(COD) merged]
4. AAO (PAY) WC JALANDHAR CANTT
5. AAO( PAY) WC PATHANKOT
6. PAO (Ors) 14 GTC SUBATHU
7. PAO (Ors) RRRC DELHI CANTT
8. PAO (Ors) PBG NEW DELHI

SUB: SUBMISSION OF RE 2020-2021 AND BE 2021-2022 GRANT NO 22 AND 39 MAJOR HEAD 2071 PENSION AND OTHER RETIREMENT BENEFITS

REF: This office circular of even no dated 13.07.2020

Please refer above cited circular wherein the Revised Estimate for the Year 2020-2021 and Budget Estimate for the Year 2021-22 have been called by 20.07.2020. But it is noticed that same has not been furnished by your office till date. Pending which the requisite report is held up for onward transmission to the PCDA (P) Allahabad.

It is, therefore, again requested that the requisite report be expedited to this office mail not later than 24.07.2020.

Jt. CDA has seen.

Copy to: EDP Centre (local): for uploading of same on PCDA Website.

Dy. CDA